Revised minutes from 18 August 2009
Date: Tuesday, 18 August 2009
1) Roll call
We do not have quorum.
-----------------------------------
2) Approve minutes of last business meeting:
Robin Sloan moved to approve the meeting minutes. Chris seconded the minutes.
Meeting minutes from June 23:
Pending the incorporation of comments from Sissi
----------------------------
3) Business
- DITA 1.2, status of proposals
Request by Robin Sloan to make element safecond unbound (minimum of one occurrence +) in 1.2. In current markup safecond is “one occurrence only”.  This is to align safecond with other elements in machinery task. Also, if safecond statements are pulled out from a database it is often requested to wrap each statement in a safecond element. If only one safecond is possible then each safecond statement must be in a para in the safecond element, which is not a particular good data model. Robin motion to post bug fix request to TC. Seconded by Chris. Chris to post request to TC (as user feedback).
--> Update on 1.2 architectural and langref specs
When to expect release of DITA 1.2? Plan is end of the year 2009 (will probably not happen). Approval of arch and langref spec.  Must be finnished before DTDs go into public review. When entering public review there are approx. 3 month until final release. First review of arch and langref spec finished. Combined version to be deployed for second review within few weeks. 
The langref and archspec will be combined into one document and a new draft is released soon. There will be three (3) separate PDF document that comprise the lang and archspec: Base set, technical content, and learning and training. One combined publication for HTML version.
TC meeting on 17 august requested/decided to add graphical representation on recommended output of hazard statement in combined arch and langref spec. MI group concluded that examples of how hazard statement outputs could look like in a document shall be included. Why only the hazard statement output and not any other? Two examples to be posted to TC, which to use? Chris will make two examples, one rendering of how hazard statements are according to ANSI/ISO standard, when in use as labels on machines, and one example as how it could look like in documentation and send to DITA MI SC group during w934. Group to give feedback to Chris end of the week w934 on which example to use. MI group suggests adding reference to ANSI/ISO-standard in hazard statement descriptions in arch and langref spec, since it will give the implementation a higher credibility.
- DITA 1.3, proposals - ideas 
-- 13011: Technical data - Chris Kravogel 
Test DTDs: 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-machine-industry/email/archives/200905/msg00002.html 
Task for group for next meeting to test the DTD for technical data
-- 13017: Filtering attributes and conditional processing proposal 
Discussion with tool vendors:
ixiasoft - no proprietary solution for condition solution. Supporting the DITA val and filtering attributes
Trisoft - has a proprietary solution. Group to ask SDL Trisoft to give a presentation. Chris to ask Frank Closet to give presentation to mid September meeting
Astoria software - no news, but Jonatan to check with Astoria. Done to mid September.
Sissi to ask Adobe
Robin to investigate Windchill
Chris to ask Content Technologies?
Jonatan to update proposal when we have feedback from all vendors. After update of proposal, Chris will ask the DITA core architects for feedback about the proposal.

